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Roland M

on
04/02/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun! Revolvers aren’t for everyone, but it fits my hand perfectly. I took it to the range with my wife, her best friend and the boyfriend of her best friend and they all liked it. The boyfriend hit a bullseye after not going to the range for years!! My wife’s best friend shot this gun comfortably, and she had NEVER fired a gun in her life! Double action trigger pull is long and heavy which is to be expected, but breaks clean. Single action trigger pull is great, and easy to shoot very accurately. The finish is a matte black and fairly well done. A few light wear marks on the hinge where the cylinder swings open, and near the muzzle. This is not a big deal to me because that will happen anyway with infrequent use and holstering. This gun is easy to carry, just need a cheap IWB holster and a loose T shirt or hoodie. It’s not too heavy, but you’ll know it’s there. I haven’t messed with the adjustable sights yet, next trip to the range I might. Comes in a cardboard box with a manual, a key to lock the hammer (which you should throw away) and I think a tool to adjust the sights but I can’t remember. 5 stars, and acid a punch, would recommend to anyone who loves to shoot, and doesn’t want to spend $1000 on a good revolver!! Might buy another one so I can carry two!! 











Brad B

on
03/12/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










nota smith and wesson but lots of gun for the price. 











Alan S

on
06/10/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this revolver for self-defense,and it meets my expectations. I'm pleased with how it shoots. I especially like the seven round capacity. Yes, I would suggest this revolver to anyone. 











Ladislav Z

on
04/08/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Perfect gun. shoots accurate 











William H

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this one for my son for Christmas he and I love this thing I’m saving up to purchase me one to fills good in the hand and shoots good to 











David W

on
03/01/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










excellent fit and finish i like the grip surprisingly accurate 











Adam M

on
10/27/2020




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Have to start by saying that Buds was great, so this reflects my experience with the gun and Taurus, not Buds.
First time I fired it, I loaded it with 7 rounds of Remington UMC 38 Special and fired it single action. It seemed to fire okay.
Reloaded and tried to fire 7 rounds (same ammo) double-action. The hammer didn't want to pull back all the way, and the gun wouldn't fire.
Tried getting ahold of Taurus, but they were in the midst of their Florida to Georgia move. Never was able to talk with them.
Finally sent it in recently and had to pay for shipping. Not sure how long it will take, and I may update when I get the gun back.
I know a lot of others had positive experiences, so it seems to be luck of the draw, and I got a lemon. I'm wishing I had spent the extra $$ on a Ruger or maybe S&W.
 











Joe S

on
09/19/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I very happy with this gun! It works well with either .357 or .38 special and is likely more accurate than my shooting. The only way I would be happier is if it were blued instead of black, but I knew that when I ordered it. 











William H

on
07/22/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










AWESOME revolver for the money. quality, strength, everything. this will eat any ammo you give it with no issues, the longer barrel helps mitigate any recoil even for beginner shooters, 38, defensive 357, no more kick than my 9. comfortable grips, beautiful hammer - you couldn't ask for more at the price. 











Jason W

on
06/15/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun and great price. My first purchase from buds. Will definitely buy again from buds. Put about 50 rounds thru so far gun shoots great. 











Alex K

on
06/15/2020




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this as a beat around woods revolver. I own a 686 but don't like taking it on some of my nastier camping trips. The gun is fine its not fantastic. The cylinder release button is a bit sticky and the cylinder is difficult to get out. The return spring on the cylinder button also feels weak. Maybe this will losen up over time but right now its rough. the Finish is fine but its not like any bluing I've ever seen. its almost matte and has a feel to it. Gun shoots fine and the trigger is gritty but pretty nice considering. If your looking for a woods revolver this certainly is a decent choice. It is not a really nice revolver though. for that save the extra couple hundred and get a smith or a ruger. The difference between them is very noticeable and i think the cost reflects it. 











Isaac M

on
05/26/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Even during the COVID-19, Bud's stands up like a CHAMP! Placed my order on Friday and would have had it Wednesday if the FFL dealer was not closed, so I pick it up Thursday.
Now, for the firearm it is what I aspected. I like the way it feels in my hands, the grip and handle is perfect for me. I took it to the range and ran .38s and .357s ammunition though it everything worked fine. Now it is within arms reach while I rest at night. Good product so far. 











Robert C

on
05/09/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have owned 6 different Taurus models and think you could not find a better gun for the money. 











Zack G

on
04/22/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Taurus Name among Revolvers is Well Known and respected. The Taurus 66 7Round .357 is just as good as Your Smith & Wesson 686 .357 Pound For Pound.
I personally Like The Inclusion of The Built in safety feature which locks the Hammer making it impossible for any child or unauthorized person to use. Great Gun 











William S

on
11/18/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This might possibly be the most natural and comfortable feeling revolver I have ever shot. The weight and balance are perfect IMO especially with the 4 inch barrel. Felt recoil with 38 specials is almost nonexistent, after sighting in accuracy proved to be dead on. After a thorough cleaning and oiling the guns operation is smooth and consistently reliable. Love the matte finish, very maintenance free. I would recommend this revolver to anyone in the market for a 357/38 handgun at a very affordable price. 











Charles M

on
08/07/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Wanted a revolver without spending a lot of $$. Bought this 7 shot Taurus. Was very happy with initial look and feel out of the box. When cocked, the wheel was solid with zero play!! Took it to the range and shot a very tight group at 10 yards. Very pleased. Recommend the handgun for am inexpensive well built revolver.
Buds, as always, was awesome!! Thanks.
 











Doug C

on
02/26/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love the matte finish, the weight makes the recoil very manageable. 











Derek W

on
02/19/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice second Taurus 66 4 in I love it both buy from buds gun dealer great and best in shipping and cost great Quality firearm thank you BUDS 











Zaid H

on
02/15/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Second firearm purchase from buds, excellent service as always. Now to the revolver... This is my first revolver, it's a nice 4 inch K/L frame. Mine came in a matte black/parkerized finish, but I was 80% expecting that due to the reviews, obviously I didn't let that stop me from pulling the trigger. The matte finish makes it feel more "tactical" and not afraid to get messy, it also makes it rust resistant! Perfect for carrying/hard use. These Taurus grips aren't bad at all, I'm keeping them on for now, possibly for good. After a good cleaning and a little "white-out treatment" on the front sight post, I took it to the range and had a fun time comfortably shooting 100 rounds of hot .357 magnum and 200 rounds 38 special +p(the 38's from this revolver has less recoil than a 9mm in my opinion) all at point of aim without a single incident, the trigger is sweet in single action, double action is probably about what you'd expect a factory on most revolvers it takes a bit of getting used to but I like it. Had no problem operating the ejector to extract some of the stiffer spent casings after it got dirty from all the rounds. The gun cleans up nicely. Love the build quality, 7 shots, transfer bar, and Taurus security system. It all really has a way of letting me know I own a modern-day revolver. Bought a speedloader for this and I do plan on carrying this, especially in the woods and fishing. 











John N

on
02/15/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Once again kudos to Bud's for lightning fast service. This gun shoots great. The trigger is much smoother than I expected. Recoil is very controllable. Gun was delivered in 30 hours! 











Thomas F

on
01/29/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great weapon.Handles great right out of the box.Craftsman exllent. 











Mark D

on
01/25/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First time received cylinder would not open. Returned it to get it replaced, no problems there and support was very helpful. When I got it back I took it to the range, loved shooting it, and still take it with me at times to shot. Think I would like the ribbed grips on it better than the grip that came on it. But sometime in the future will be replacing them, but found it to be a good shooting revolver recommend it to others. 











Bruce H

on
08/14/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I would have preceded a blues finish as opposed to the parkerized I received. Probably my bad there. Took to the range. Loved the way it shot! I'm the end, accuracy is what counts! Still liked it with the parkerized finish! 











Travis P

on
07/21/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The picture and description indicate “Blued” finish, the gun came with flat black parkerized finish. Nice firearm but not what I wanted. Still a rating of Five as it is not the guns fault, poor advertising. 











Brad A

on
07/12/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have had this gun for awhile and was my first revolver purchase. I have fired 50 plus rounds through it without any problems. It kicked less than 40 cal snubby and is great to hold. I would recommend this to anyone wanting a great revolver for a good price. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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